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India to Get World’s Best Air Defence System S-400
from Russia
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***

In  view  of  the  standoff  between  the  Indian  and  Chinese  armies,  along  the  Line  of  Actual
Control (LAC), India had requested Russia to expedite the delivery of S-400 air defence
system. Technically it was not possible.

Later  this  year,  Russia  is  going  to  deliver  the  first  regimental  set  of  S-400  Triumf  ‘SA-21
Growler’ air defence systems. Sources have confirmed to Financial Express Online, “Though
specific month or date has been confirmed yet, the Russian side is going to deliver the first
set later this year.”

Financial Express Online had reported earlier quoting Russian officials about the delivery of
the first set, in later 2021. In view of the standoff between the Indian and Chinese armies,
along the Line of Actual Control (LAC), India had requested Russia to expedite the delivery
of S-400 air defence system. Technically it was not possible.

Why?

Because  technically  there  are  different  stages  including  the  technology-related  stages  of
production,  acceptance  and  transfer  of  equipment.

What is India expected to get?

Both countries have inked a $ 5.43 billion contract. This contract is for the S-400 Triumf
‘SA-21Growler’, which is long-range surface-to-air missile (SAM) systems. This system is for
the Indian Air Force (IAF) and will help in further enhancing the air defence (AD). And India
will get five Triumf regimental kits from Russia.

Click here to read the full article.
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